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ABSTRACT 

     This thesis's goal is to lay the groundwork for a method of analyzing flight records of 

consumer DJI drones to detect the presence of external payload, specifically by comparing motor 

RPM and motor amperage of payload vs. non-payload flights (wet vs dry).  

Current research in Drone flight data analysis is limited, and generally concerns itself 

with the controller-drone relationship, GPS, and geofencing data. This research is, to our 

knowledge, the first hands-on test of what has only been a theory in the Drone Forensic 

community. A base understanding of aerodynamics and electrical engineering allows for the 

hypothesis that if a drone is laden with an external payload, then the data fields that record such 

events as motor rpm and motor amperage will show an increased output as the airfoils are 

required to generate more lift. This research is intended to be a framework for future research 

showing proof of concept. In a controlled environment with a DJI Mavic 2 Zoom at hover, base 

measurements are taken for the drone in natural unloaded flight (dry) and then compared to the 

same flight performed with a payload attached (wet). The results are clear; with a significant 

payload attached to the drone, the automated systems will be forced to generate more lift by 

increasing motor RPM and Battery Current; this information is recorded in the Flight Records 

.DAT file that is stored in the controller application. Side by side analysis of the dry-wet data 

shows a clear picture of which drone was carrying the payload. Future research must look to 

advance this procedure for real-life events where a drone is not held at a simple hover but is 
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maneuvering in different directions in outdoor conditions where variability in atmosphere, wind, 

and pilot input are not controlled.  

The form and content of this abstract are approved. I recommend its publication. 

Approved: Catalin Grigoras 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Drones come in many shapes and sizes, and definitions. For this paper we are focused on 

consumer grade drones flying recreationally used under the Federal Aviation Administration 

(FAA) part 107 regulations (appendix - 2).  Technically a drone is any aerial vehicle controlled 

by a pilot not on board the aircraft. For this paper, the word Drone specifically refers to remote 

controlled (RC) Quadcopters and not fixed wing RC aircraft. 

These Drones, also known as Small Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (sUAV), made their 

consumer grade appearance in the early 2000s first with the Parrot in 2010 and then the iconic 

DJI Phantom 1 in 2013 (DrDrone.ca). Before these user-friendly drones hit the market there was 

no commercially available option. Technological limitations meant that only the dedicated 

Hobbyist-Professional, or Military personnel had access to such devices which were in many 

cases built by the user themselves. Furthermore, older drones were much more challenging to 

operate and prone to crashing from pilot error. With older tech, a drone which was commanded 

to go forward would continue forward until reverse inputs were applied, a drone in neutral 

position could end up coasting with the direction of wind currents, etc. However, in 2010 “The 

French company Parrot released their Parrot AR Drone, the first ready-to-fly drone which can be 

controlled entirely via Wi-Fi, using a smartphone” (Dormehl 2018). Then in 2013 DJI released 

the first consumer drone to fly by GPS, the Phantom 1, which was the first Drone that used 

onboard GPS navigation which corrected the previous problems while hovering and maintaining 

a tack sharp point in 3-d space. The key feature involved automatic systems that created the 

ability for a drone to hover in place when the control sticks were in a neutral position regardless 

of air currents around it. When input controls are neutral the drone defines a GPS coordinate, and 
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it will maintain that coordinate by automatic adjustment to motor output in contrast to whatever 

wind currents are doing at any given time. There are limitations, but according to the manual for 

this model and a cursory look online these types of drones will stay put in wind speeds upwards 

of 20mph (Appendix – 4). The latest DJI drones have all manner of subject-tracking, point of 

interest orbits, and automated point to point flights like the “return to home” function. In 2023 

one only needs a cell phone to operate this sophisticated piece of equipment. 

 Some enterprise-level drones have 8 propellors or more, but we are not concerned with 

those aircraft for this paper. The basic element that is unique to the drone platform is that they 

have 4 or more rotating propellors creating lift by rotation rather than a fixed wing RC aircraft 

which creates lift by air movement over the wing. This allows a drone the ability to hover unlike 

a fixed wing aircraft. A drone is much like a Helicopter but with 4 propellors rather than 1. For 

more information on how aircrafts operate see “Pilot’s Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge” 

(Appendix -1). 

According to Grandview research the consumer drone market has swollen to a 4.1-

billion-dollar industry in 2022 and estimated to hit near 12 billion USD by 2030 (3). The drone is 

a common piece of gear for many Photographers and videographers. They are used in water 

research to gather samples not easily reached by man, inspectors can fly specialized drones into 

hazardous locations, and even Amazon has been working on using Drones to deliver packages 

right to our doorstep since 2013 with their “Prime Air” program. This presents a problem for the 

FAA, Police, and private citizens alike. What if the motivation behind these utilities was more 

nefarious? Drones have been used to violate privacy, deliver drugs/paraphernalia, and even to 

drop bombs as described in many articles posted across the internet. Like many other topics in 

crime, pop culture can inspire creative uses for these devices. For instance, the video game Call 
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of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 has a special upgrade where the player can utilize a drone to spy on 

enemy players, and another quadcopter to carry an explosive device to eliminate enemy players. 

Vice News has reported on drones being used to smuggle packages into Prison where wardens 

use sophisticated RC trackers and disruptors to disable smuggler drones. There are many other 

examples that can be found with a quick YouTube search. So clearly the use of drones for these 

activities is in the mainstream cognition. The question for this research is how to prove the 

existence of a payload after a drone has been intercepted by law enforcement? 

Just like any tech, the world must learn how to prevent and prosecute crimes committed 

by such means. Much research has been done into tying a suspect drone to a suspect controlling 

device, but little to no research has been done on the investigation of payloads, and if the flight 

data can tell the story. The scenario in question is one where a drone delivering an illegal 

package is captured by police after it has made the delivery of illegal contraband. Current 

research may be able to prove that the drone was controlled by the suspect and that it went from 

point A to point B, but how could one prove that the drone was carrying a payload after the fact? 

The analysis of stored flight records is not new by any means, but this paper aims to lay a 

groundwork for detecting if a suspect drone had been carrying a payload by analyzing the 

recorded data of physics related measurements. In this paper we will specifically look at the 

motor system and show that the flight logs include data that tells a story through an increase to 

motor RPM and motor Amperage measurements while the drone is carrying a payload. The 

intent is to show a proof of concept that can be expanded on with future research. We believe 

that this experiment will be of value to government agencies who wish to further test different 

drones in real-world applications.  
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Previous Research 

Most of the research dedicated to consumer, especially DJI, drones is concerned with 

GPS Geofencing and connecting a suspect drone to a suspect controller. After all the most 

important thing to prove in a criminal case involving drones is linking the controller with the 

drone. M. Yousef, F. Iqbal and M. Hussain published a paper “"Drone Forensics: A Detailed 

Analysis of Emerging DJI Models," that analyzed the 4 major DJI models showing, generally, 

how and what data can be extracted from a DJI (Yousef 2010). Another paper by J. K. W. Lan 

and F. K. W. Lee, "Drone Forensics: A Case Study on DJI Mavic Air 2”, discusses a case study 

of a real-world piece of evidence and how the methods in the beforementioned paper are utilized 

to attempt data extraction from the drone, the controller, and the app (Lan 2022).  In "Unmanned 

aerial vehicles: A preliminary analysis of forensic challenges", G Horsman outlines more 

challenges in Drone Forensics, but again the topics of this paper revolve around data analysis as 

it pertains to aircraft ownership, controller identification, GPS tracking, and visual media 

collection (Horsman 2016). To our knowledge, research into payload detection is non-existent. A 

basic understanding of aerodynamics and electric engineering is the basis for the hypothesis. For 

an airfoil to stay aloft it must generate lift greater than the weight of the object it is attached to. 

For fixed wing airplanes, lift is generated by airspeed of the airfoil, but is also determined by 

angle of attack which can be experimented with by holding your hand out the window of a 

moving car on the freeway. On the other hand, Helicopters and drones can hover because lift is 

generated by the rotation of the propellor rather than forward motion. Unlike the helicopter, a 

drone has 4 propellors working in tandem to change pitch, yaw, and roll. A consumer drone is in 

most cases a quad copter meaning that it relies on 4 helicopter like propellers working in tandem. 

If all motors rotate faster the drone rises, if the 2 front motors increase and the back 2 do not then 
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the drone will go backwards, so on and so forth in 360 of movement capabilities. These systems 

work together to keep the drone in the air and stable during various flight conditions. These same 

systems need to be able to account for the weight of the drone and the atmospheric conditions the 

drone itself is in, I.e., heavy drones require more power (both in motor RPM and amperage 

drawn for the motors) than lighter drones, but a larger drone will most likely have bigger 

propellers with more surface area to help create more life. If the drone has a payload attached to 

it, then this fundamentally changes the weight and balance of the drone and therefore will require 

the flight systems to compensate for these changes. When looking into the DJI spec sheet and 

manual there is no indication to a max payload (Appendix – 4).  
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CHAPTER II 

MATERIALS 

Table 1. Materials List 

Drone System: 

Drone - DJI Mavic 2 Zoom v01.00.0770  

Controller - DJI Smart Controller model rm500 - Android v7.1.2 - firmware v01.01.0058 

Software - DJI Go4 app v4.3.38 - Android 

Power - 3 DJI Batteries for Mavic 2 labeled #1,2, and 3 

Brand New Propellers for Mavic 2  

Sandisk 124GB micro-SD Card (inserted in smart controller, not drone) 

Payload System: 

BRDRC O'woda Mavic 2 Payload Drone Airdropper Harness 

Fishing line to attach payload 

Assorted 5/8” metal washers as payload 

Kitchen Aid - KQ908 - to weigh in grams 

Examination Software: 

"CsvView/DatCon" - Available: https://datfile.net. 

Excel, 

Primarily, this research revolves around physics and the effects it has on data rather than 

being based purely on digital elements. The drone used for testing was the DJI Mavic 2 Zoom 

and 3 accompanying batteries. The controller was the DJI Smart Controller which is an Android 

device that utilizes DJI’s proprietary Go4 app. The flight controlling app is the same on the smart 
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controller as it is on any Android cell phone that may be used as a controller. We did not test 

with Apple iOS, and therefore it has not been confirmed by our study that all the same 

information is accessible on iOS devices. To attach the payload, we used the BRDRC Remote 

Throw system purchased from amazon. To remotely control the harness to drop a payload, the 

harness utilizes a sensor that goes over the drone's downward positioning light. When the light is 

activated the harness motor retracts and drops the payload attached via metal ring and 

string/wire/line. To activate the light the user must assign one of the auxiliary buttons on the 

controller to turn the light on and off. At default, the controller auxiliary buttons are used for 

camera focus. The drone and payload were weighed on a KitchenAid KQ908 scale measured in 

grams. The payload is made up of ¾” metal washers attached to the drop harness by thin 

monofilament fishing line. To collect the data a micro-SD card was inserted into the smart 

controller to transfer the flight log files. The desktop app CsvView/DatCon was then used to 

decrypt the encrypted .DAT data file into a .CSV spreadsheet format and to graph RPM data 

columns show as figures later in the results section.  

Data 

The data of interest extracted from this DJI drone is stored in 3 formats. The first is the 

onboard .DAT file which is encrypted and inaccessible without destroying the drone computer in 

the process. This file can be exceptionally large, over 1 gigabyte, and is an extremely robust data 

set that only DJI has access to, the utility of which is unknown, but they may request this file if 

the drone is sent in for warranty repairs or in the event of a “fly away”. A fly away event is when 

a drone loses connection with the controller or is interfered with and just flies off into the sunset. 

The other 2 flight log files are stored on the controller, in the app file structure. The first 

is a .TXT file that contains no motor or sensor data. It is useful for tracking the GPS, flight time, 
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date-time and other basic information that is useful to investigation but not helpful for this 

research.  

Luckily there is another more trimmed down .DAT file stored on the controller that is a 

simplified version of the onboard .DAT file. This file does contain the motor and sensor data 

needed for this research to succeed. The data on this smaller .DAT file contains 349 columns of 

data with variable rows based on flight time. These range from yes/no programming information 

to date/time, GPS satellites linked, windspeed and all manner of recordings to make automated 

flight possible. See appendix 5 for a complete sample of one of the test flights. What we are 

really interested in is Motor RPM for each motor and Motor Amperage for each motor, both will 

indicate how hard the motor is physically working at any given moment during a flight. 

Graphing and comparing these data columns for dry vs wet flight shows how a payload affects 

motor performance. According to Yousef, Iqbal, and Hussain “It was noted that all the DJI drone 

samples follow the same standards with respect to the filesystem structure and operating system, 

with minor differences among the data generated by each model” (Yousef 2020).  

Table 2. Flight Log Files and Locations 

File Name File Location Description 

“YYYY-MM-DD_[HH-MM- 

SS]-(Drones’ serial 

number).dat” 

Drone Body .DAT - Most Robust – 

encrypted - inaccessible 

“YY-MM-DD-HH-MM-

SS_FLY[Flight number].dat” 

Controller – Go4 app .DAT - Less Robust – 

encrypted - accessible 

“DJIFlightRecord_YYYY- 

MM-DD_[HH-MM-SS].txt” 

Controller – Go4 app .TXT - least robust – 

accessible 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

To lay a framework for future research for more real-life scenarios this experiment had to 

be conducted in a controlled indoor environment at stable flight rather than outdoors performing 

acrobatic maneuvers. In a broad sense The DJI drone navigates in one of two ways: It will either 

use satellite GPS connections or use the Downward Vision System to maintain a position lock 

when stick inputs are neutral. 

Outdoors the drone will link with Satellites and use the GPS to maintain position. With 

the GPS coordinates defined the onboard computer then adjusts the motors to maintain position. 

As the pilot makes controller stick inputs like up or forward the drone applies power to the 

appropriate motors and then when the inputs are brought back to neutral the drone will make 

whatever automatic adjustments to the motor it needs to, to maintain the GPS coordinates 

specified at that time. Unfortunately, when outdoors there are many uncontrolled variables that 

could affect the data in unforeseen and non-documentable ways. Wind is the main concern when 

attempting to fly outside. As the wind speed changes. The motors will change accordingly to 

maintain altitude and positioning. 

For that reason, this experiment was brought indoors to a high ceiling warehouse where 

the goal is to acquire data in the most controlled manner possible. The problem here is that GPS 

is unavailable indoors. To maintain position and altitude the drone utilizes the Downward vision 

positioning system (VPS). This feature is a failsafe if satellite connection is lost and for auto 

landing features. Some including the Mavic 2 can be flown in what is called Attitude mode. This 

can be considered as full-manual flight. Even in neutral stick position the drone may coast if 

buffeted by air current meaning that to maintain position a pilot must make manual stick 
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adjustments to counter wind and other turbulence. The advent of DJI and other companies GPS 

and Downward Vision systems means that when the pilot removes input from the control sticks 

the drone will automatically hover by making micro adjustments in contrast to external forces, 

but there is the possibility that a pilot can override the automated system. This study is made 

under the conditions of automated flight adjustment. By taking advantage of this tech, we can 

exploit the recording of these automatic adjustments to perceive changes in external forces that 

are applied to the aircraft which would not be possible under attitude mode. 

Methods 

Table 3. Experiment Notes 

Flight Number File Name Payload – including 

harness  

Notes 

1 (1) 23-02-17-11-53-

51_FLY019.DAT 

0g Full flight 

2 (2) 23-02-17-12-18-

09_FLY020.DAT 

0g Full flight 

3 (3) 23-02-17-12-38-

29_FLY021.DAT 

0g Full flight 

4 (4) 23-02-17-01-30-

22_FLY022.DAT 

897g = 1.98 pounds Motor overload – 

auto land 

5 (5) 23-02-17-01-37-

12_FLY023.DAT 

472g = 1.04 pounds Full Flight 

6 (6) 23-02-17-02-15-

46_FLY024.DAT 

472g Full Flight 
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Table 3. Experiment Notes Continued 

Flight number File Name Payload including 

harness 

Notes 

7 (7) 23-02-17-03-32-

32_FLY025.DAT 

472g Full Flight 

8 (8) 23-02-17-04-18-

10_FLY027.DAT 

472g-0g Payload Drop Mid 

Flight 

Environment 

Conditions 

Drone System 

Measurements 

Indoors Mavic 2 Zoom Dry = 

898 

67 Degrees F Airdrop Harness = 

68g 

617 Feet Above Sea 

Level 

Payload 1 = 829g 

20-Foot-Tall Ceilings Payload 2 = 404g 

VPS – Flight (No 

GPS) 

Atmoshperic Pressure 

= 29.40 
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To conduct the experiment, we first took measurements of the space. The temperature 

was constant 64-degree F and any air movement in the building was nonintentional from drafts 

between rooms and considered negligible. Humidity was not recorded.  

The drone was weighed dry, placed on the floor, battery inserted, and turned on. After 

linking with the Smart Controller, the motors were started and then the drone was made to lift off 

to a height of 7 feet above ground level (AGL). The drone was allowed to maintain that hover for 

the life of the battery (down to roughly 25% or 3.6volts). Then the drone was landed, turned off 

and battery taken out for recharge. This process was repeated 2 more times to conduct a total of 3 

dry-weight baseline control flights.  

For the wet test-flight the same process was applied, but first the harness was attached, 

and the drone weighed with harness. Then the payload was weighed and attached to the harness. 

The metal washers made for a good payload because they would flatten out on the ground and 

not impede the drone’s landed feet. Again, the drone hovered at 7’ AGL for the life of the 

battery. Note: The first payload (flight 4) was 897g, double the weight of the drone itself. This 

flight was able to lift off but after a few seconds warnings went off on the controller indicating 

“max motor speed reached” and the drone automatically landed. The payload was then roughly 

halved to 472g (about 1lbs), and the next 3 flights were conducted without incident.  

 For the last flight of the experiment with dwindling time and battery life before the 

venue closed, we were able to do one flight with a few minutes at hover at 7 feet with the 

payload attached then dropped the payload mid-flight.  

With the 8 flights complete we transferred the data from the controller to the micro-SD 

card. To do this on the smart controller one must go to the home screen. Find settings gear in the 

upper right corner and then follow the file path 
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“/storage/other/DJI/dji.go.v4/Flightrecord/MCDatFlightRecords” then copy the desired flight log 

files and eject the SD card.  

With the files copied onto a computer the next step is making the data readable. The files 

were encoded but the desktop app CSV view v4.2.7 was used to decode the data into a spread 

sheet format (this app is used in many other papers about Drone forensics including the ones 

mentioned in the previous research chapter). For this experiment we consolidated the Motor 

Speed and Motor Current columns into one excel document, with one sheet per flight. This 

simply made the data more manageable. Before simple calculating mean and standard deviation 

of each column, we realized that for the purpose of this research we needed to only look at 

numbers where the controller input was zero. We only wanted to calculate numbers that were 

recorded when the drone was in full “auto-pilot”. To do this we also transferred the data columns 

from each flight that corresponded with the controller input for pitch, yaw, roll and throttle titled 

“Mr_controller:ctrl_[pitch,yaw,roll, throttle]:D". With these columns we then manually isolated 

the data cells where (after liftoff and before landing) the controller inputs were all zero. These 

isolated rows were then used to calculate the mean and standard deviation for each motor’s RPM 

and Current for each flight.  
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

This first graph is a visual representation of RPM for each motor during flight 8 where the 

payload was dropped midflight. This graph includes data rows before motor startup, lift off, 

landing, and shutdown. Of the 349 data columns we only looked at RPM for each motor, Current 

Amperage for each motor and the controller input recording. The controller input columns are 

simply a recording of the movements the pilot makes on the controller sticks. For later analysis we 

isolated data rows where the drone was in flight, but the controller input values for pitch, roll, yaw, 

and throttle were zero. What this does is show us how the computer automatically makes 

adjustments without any pilot input to maintain altitude.  

Figure 1. Graph of Motor RPMs for Flight 8 

This Graph shows the exact moment where the payload was dropped. The RPM 

decreased to prevent the drone from gaining altitude after it was free of the extra load. 
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This next table was created by taking the mean and standard deviation value of each 

motor RPM and Current draw for that flight, then averaging those values over the 3 dry and 3 

wet flights (while only looking at isolated rows where controller input values equal zero 

indicating an automated hover).  

Table 4. Data Calculations for Mean and Standard Deviation 

RPM 

RFront 

RPM  

LFront 

RPM 

LBack 

RPM 

RBack 

AMP 

RFront 

AMP 

LFront 

AMP 

LBack 

AMP 

RBack 

Mean – 

Dry 

5387 5590 4650 4806 4.32 4.07 3.31 2.90 

St. D- 

Dry 

45.85 57.73 53.04 52.87 .058 .078 .078 .082 

Mean - 

Wet 

6707 6992 5706 5938 6.79 6.63 4.92 4.55 

St. D - 

Wet 

62.11 73.81 66.14 80.75 .107 .159 .095 .115 

The next two tables graph the calculations from table 4 so we can clearly see the 

difference between wet vs dry data. The first graph is motor RPM and the second is RPM 

Standard deviation. We found that reporting the Motor Current to be redundant for this work. 

From this point on in the paper we will only mention RPM. Think of motor current like pushing 

the gas pedal on a car. If the current goes up the RPM goes up with it, so to simplify we will only 

mention RPM. In either case the results are the same. When a payload is added to the drone the 
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motors must work harder (greater motor current = greater RPM) to generate more lift that 

compensates the weight of the payload.  

Figure 2. Average RPM Wet vs. Dry – All Motors. 

Figure 3. Averaged RPM-Standard Deviation Wet vs. Dry – All Motors. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

 When we look at the difference between the wet and dry RPM averages there is an 

increase of about 1100-1300 RPM when the drone is carrying a payload of %50 its own weight 

depending on which motor we analysis that’s an increase of around 20% RPM. What is also 

interesting is that the standard deviation for RPM also increases for wet flights. What this means 

is that when the payload is applied the drone becomes less stable and the RPM varies more 

drastically up and down to maintain stable flight. This will be especially interesting in future 

research where the drone is maneuvering in air and a payloads inertia may act strangely on the 

flight system. Another interesting finding is that the Left-Front motors spin faster but require less 

electrical current to do so than the Right-Front motor. This is consistent with both wet/dry 

flights. We are not sure why this is, but it is possible that there are variations in the 

manufacturing of each motor component, or it’s a product of purposeful engineering.  

In any case, the point of this paper was not to prove that an airfoil must create more lift if 

the aircraft weight is increased, but to show that this model of drone will make those adjustments 

automatically and that that data is observable in the flight records. When a payload is applied to 

the drone the current increases across all motors which causes an increased RPM. These lab-

created flights are a first step in understanding what baseline flight looks like for this drone. With 

the steps taken here we can confidently show scientific evidence that a significant payload will 

show its mark on the recorded motor-data and can tell a story if linked with other data columns 

in the flight records. This research was designed to be proof of concept. We believe the data here 

shows that the concept is sound and with more research the forensic community has a lot more to 

be discovered. 
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Future Research 

Future research for this topic is near endless, as this experiment is a novel one. The first 

route is to expand on the same data set and find other data columns that are affected by payload. 

The next route is to fly the same drone in a more real-world manner, outside from point to point 

doing controlled maneuvers and measuring how payload affects flight in 360-degree flight. Then 

take that a step further by flying the wet vs dry flights in a completely random fashion. Another 

experiment could be defining at what point the payload is so little that it does not reflect in the 

data. Another question is do we need to analyze the entire flight from takeoff to landing or just 

isolated moments of stationary hover? Furthermore, if this sort of research is used in tandem with 

the knowledge, we already have of mapping a drone's flight path coordinates, then we may see a 

clearer picture of when the “drop” was made. All the questions that are answered for this drone 

must then be tested for every other drone on the market, and it is daunting to say the least. We 

believe that any drone that utilizes automated positioning systems will record motor rpm and 

motor amperage, therefore this research should be continued not only deeper into the other data 

field, but into all the consumer level drones on the market. 

Finding mathematical ways to compare wet vs. dry flight data will be the key to 

courtroom excellence. It is quite easy to visually see the payload drop on graph during a simple 

hovering flight but with real world aircraft maneuvers and atmospheric forces affecting the data 

the visual evidence may be less clear. Based on this research one avenue for real-world flight 

analysis may be to only analyze a drone during moments when stick input is neutral and the 

drone is at hover. The goal is to find a means to say scientifically “this is what this drone’s flight 

data looks like under normal conditions and random controller input” If the motor data looks 

different form that baseline then we must first question the effect of the environment on the flight 
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before asking if there are signs that a payload was detached during flight. According to this 

research, we expect an increase in average motor-rpm, battery current, and the standard deviation 

of those values when a drone is carrying a payload. When the suspect-drone evidence is brought 

into question there will need to be more analysis than just the motor RPM. It would behoove us 

to tell a story by taking the findings of this research and bringing them into tandem with the data 

that shows the flight path, controller inputs, and physically collected evidence. 
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